Abstract: Accurately detecting anomalies and timely interventions are critical for cloud application maintenance. Traditional methods for performance anomaly detection based on thresholds and rules work well for simple key performance indicator (KPI) monitoring. Unfortunately, it is difficult to find the appropriate threshold levels when there are significant differences between KPI values at different times during the day or when there are significant fluctuations stemming from different usage patterns. Therefore, anomaly detection presents a challenge for all types of temporal data, particularly when non-stationary time series have special adaptability requirements or when the nature of potential anomalies is vaguely defined or unknown. To address this limitation, we propose a novel anomaly detector (called KPI-TSAD) for time-series KPIs based on supervised deep-learning models with convolution and long short-term memory (LSTM) neural networks, and a variational auto-encoder (VAE) oversampling model was used to address the imbalanced classification problem. Compared with other related research on Yahoo's anomaly detection benchmark datasets, KPI-TSAD exhibited better performance, with both its accuracy and F-score exceeding 0.90 on the A1benchmark and A2Benchmark datasets. Finally, KPI-TSAD continued to perform well on several KPI monitoring datasets from real production environments, with the average F-score exceeding 0.72.
Introduction
Internet and software technologies have developed considerably over the last decade. With the increasing complexity of user requirements, software system architecture has evolved from a monolithic system to today's cloud-native architecture. With emerging container technologies, container-based cloud application architecture has become the most popular software architecture. Although cloud-native architecture has numerous benefits, such as high availability and high scalability, the management and maintenance of cloud applications present a new challenge, and the dependability of cloud applications has become a major concern for application providers. Anomalies, such as resource competition for concurrent requests and deadlock, must be accompanied by other symptoms before they occur. In fact, these anomalies can often be characterized by outliers in performance metrics. If these anomalies are not found and solved in time, they will eventually lead to service failures and business losses. Therefore, real-time anomaly detection and alarms for cloud applications are necessary.
This paper presents KPI-TSAD, a novel anomaly detection approach for time-series data that contain both spatial features and temporal features. Furthermore, KPI-TSAD includes a novel oversampling method based on VAE that could reasonably expand the minority class sample and fit its probability distribution function without any prior assumption regarding real distribution, allowing KPI-TSAD to attain good generalization capabilities in data-scarce scenarios where fewer training data are available.
Background
To deliver a great digital customer experience, application performance management (APM) solutions monitor and manage the performance and availability of software applications. As shown in Figure 1 , the anomaly detector plays a critical role in the APM platform; its performance has a direct effect on the accuracy of the alerting system. At present, a false alarm from the APM system is the most critical problem. The performance issues of cloud applications are usually accompanied by some unusual behavior. Traditional methods for performance anomaly detection based on thresholds and rules work well for key performance indicators (KPIs), which are generally within a narrow range of predictable values.
However, not all of the alerting problems are solvable using the threshold-based anomaly detection approach. For example, disks' running out of space is a classic noisy alert in a number of environments. To be more specific, it happens when disks reach the typical 95% threshold and then drop back below it by themselves multiple times every day. Otherwise, they remain at 98%, which is acceptable, or they go from 5% to 100% in a matter of minutes. However, these problems are not caused by the threshold being set to the wrong value or by the operator's need for adaptive self-learning behavior. The problem is sending an alert at the predicted time when a disk runs out of space instead of alerting when it is full. There are three important aspects that assure accurate and non-noised anomaly detection:
• A clear and unambiguous definition of the problem that we seek to detect.
•
The best indicators for monitoring the problems are usually directly related to one or more business goals or desired outcomes; in other words, KPIs that are related to the actual effect.
The model required to link the system behavior to the anomalous behavior.
In this paper, we focus on a discussion of the third aspect-that is, an anomaly detection modeland it is assumed that the first two aspects have been solved before anomaly detection is addressed.
Problem Description and Definition
In this study, the identification of anomalies within a single time series was the primary focus, and it was worth noting that the time series concerned was considered to be a continuous sequence of numerical data rather than a discrete sequence of symbolic data that require a different set of methods. Imagine a time series starting from time 0 to time T, i.e., X =< x 0 , x 1 , ..., x T > . The time-series anomaly detection identified the set of anomalous points within the time series or labeled all the points within the time series with Y =< y 0 , y 1 , ..., y T > irrespective of whether their corresponding points were anomalous or not. More formally, the problem could be expressed as follows:
Given: a time series X, Find: anomalous points in X.
Although the above formulation concerns anomaly detection in a time series that has sequential information among the data points, traditional anomaly detection methods are still applicable. This is achieved through the reduction of the time-series anomaly detection problem. A typical method for problem reduction is time-delay embedding, which adopts a sliding window to construct multivariate data instances from the original time series. For instance, suppose that the size of the sliding window is set as E; then, using the method of time-delay embedding would lead to the establishment of a new dataset from the time series X as follows:
where
Consequently, a time series is converted to a set of multivariate data instances that enable the use of traditional anomaly detection methods. Note that the sequential information within the original time series is encoded within the multivariate data. Therefore, anomaly detection should also take sequential information into consideration.
In this study, we attempted to take an anomaly detection problem as a classification problem to solve. Given a dataset of labeled KPI samples with sliding windows:
where X ′ i ∈ X E is the input vector whose components can represent the KPIs. Y is the output that is the corresponding anomaly label for X ′ i , where y i ∈ Y = {0, 1}, 0 refers to normal status, and the other value y i = 1 represents the abnormal status. The solution aims to find a suitable model to extrapolate the corresponding value Y new of any new instance X ′ new .
Contribution and Outlines
With the recent development of deep neural networks, we have been motivated to adopt deep-learning approaches to address the issue of anomaly detection by extracting both temporal and spatial features features of the time-series sequence data [1] . Therefore, in this study, the structure of neural networks in KPI-TSAD consisted of the CNN and LSTM layers, structured linearly. The convolution and pooling layers were used to extract the spatial features of the data sequence, and the LSTM layers were used to extract the temporal features.
Another critical issue in a classification-based anomaly detection solution is the extreme imbalanced classification problem, as abnormal samples are usually considerably fewer than normal samples. Because of their rarity, the important minority samples are often ignored. Oversampling algorithms could be applied to increase the recognition rate of minority samples by increasing the number of minority samples in the training set. However, traditional oversampling methods fail to utilize fully the information contained in the original samples and scarcely improve the effect of classifying minority samples; therefore, we propose an oversampling model, namely VAEGEN, which uses a variational auto-encoder (VAE) [2] as a generative model to achieve data augmentation. In summary, this study makes the following contributions:
• A novel oversampling model VAEGEN based on VAE was applied to address imbalances in classification. It increases the number of minority samples in the training set to increase their recognition rate. Compared with the traditional oversampling method, this method provides for a more obvious and reasonable improvement of the effect of anomaly detection. • A novel anomaly detector based on deep-learning models with CNN and LSTM neural networks was developed. It effectively models the spatial and temporal information contained in time-series data.
• Benchmark-based comparison experiments were conducted. The effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed method was proved by different comparative experiments from different perspectives.
Finally, KPI-TSAD was successfully applied to the time-series anomaly detection of the KPI monitoring data from real production environments. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first review and evaluate the related work. Then, we introduce the proposed anomaly detector KPI-TSAD in Section 3. Then the evaluation methodology for KPI-TSAD is introduced in Section 4. In Sections 5 and 6, we present experiments on both Yahoo benchmark datasets and AIOps2018 Challenge KPI datasets and discuss the results. In Section 7, we draw the conclusion and discuss future work.
Related Works
In this section, we review and discuss the related works on time-series anomaly detection and oversampling techniques for imbalanced time-series learning. In general, we attempt to classify the time-series anomaly detection studies into four categories: statistical prediction methods, time-series decomposition methods, state-transition models, and deep-learning methods. In addition, we particularly introduce some state-of-the-art methods that are used on Yahoo's benchmark datasets. Finally, we review two of the most commonly used oversampling methods: SMOTE and ADASYN.
Statistical Prediction Methods
The statistical prediction methods for anomaly detection mainly concern the predictive models of univariate time series. These models aim at extracting the patterns in a given time series so as to accurately predict the subsequent values. Traditional methods, such as the auto-regressive mode and the moving average model (ARIMA), are statistical analysis methods that are potent in modeling univariate time series for prediction. More advanced methods have rapidly emerged in recent years. In the recent literature, many different time-series anomaly detection detectors have been studied on the basis of traditional statistical models (e.g., [3] [4] [5] [6] ), and most of these detectors were developed to calculate anomaly scores. As these algorithms generally contain simple assumptions for the applicable KPIs, effort needs to be made to select a suitable detector for a given KPI, and then, the detectors' parameters should be fine-tuned on the basis of the training data. Single integration of these detectors does not work according to Liu et al. [7] and Laptev et al. [8] . Therefore, these detectors are not widely used in practice.
Time-Series Decomposition Methods
Typical time-series decomposition methods include additive decomposition, multiplicative decomposition, X-12-ARIMA decomposition, and STL [9] , which is a primary technique to achieve the decomposition of seasonal information, which supports effective long-term time-series anomaly detection. Time-series decomposition is an excellent tool for preprocessing time series for further applications. It is widely adopted, particularly when analyzing time series with a growing trend or a strong periodicity. Nonetheless, for time series with no explicit periodicity, time-series decomposition may incur additional work and may not assist on the time-series anomaly detection.
State-Transition Models
State-transition models are methods that examine the dynamic state transitions within a system or a time series. In these models, a time series is assumed to maintain a steady-state transition pattern that can be modeled as a stable property. This stable model is normally realized as a Markov model, a hidden Markov model (HMM) [10] , or a finite-state machine (FSM) [11] . Over the years, numerous studies have been undertaken to exploit the state-transition models for sequential-data anomaly detection. In 2015, Görnitz et al. [12] proposed a hidden Markov anomaly detector that has been shown to outperform the one-class support vector machine (SVM) in situations where the data contain latent dependency structures. Additionally, in [13] , a timed automaton was used to profile the normal sequential behavior of a digital video broadcasting system for the purpose of anomaly detection. All of these works demonstrate the effectiveness of state-transition models in analyzing sequential data.
Deep-Learning Methods
With the development of deep-learning networks, many researchers have sought to use them to extract the hidden features in the data. Anomaly detection solutions could be categorized into two classes [14] : (1) supervised anomaly detection; and (2) unsupervised anomaly detection. Supervised anomaly detection is fundamentally a classification problem that endeavors to distinguish abnormality from normality. In contrast, unsupervised anomaly detection does not require access to the exact labels of the given dataset. It achieves anomaly detection by identifying the shared patterns among the data instances and by observing the outliers. Hence, unsupervised anomaly detection is usually concerned with outlier detection.
Supervised Approaches
Specific methods for supervised anomaly detection, i.e., classification-based anomaly detection, can be found in other related studies [15] [16] [17] . Supervised ensemble approaches, Opprentice [7] and EGADS [8] , were proposed to avoid the complicated algorithm/parameter tuning when traditional statistical anomaly detectors are used. By taking traditional detectors' anomaly scores as features and user feedbacks as labels, they can provide training for anomaly classifiers.
Unsupervised Approaches
In recent years, it has become a popular trend to carry out anomaly detection by adopting unsupervised machine learning algorithms, such as one-class SVM [18, 19] , and clustering-based methods, such as KDE [20] , VAE [21] , and VRNN [22] . The principle is to focus on normal patterns rather than anomalies: models can be trained at any time, even without labels, because the KPIs usually consist of normal data. In general, these models first recognize the normal regions that are in the original or potential feature space and then measure the distance between an observation and the normal regions to rate the anomaly scores.
A recent study by Roggen et al. [23] utilized a neural network architecture combining convolutional and recurrent layers to identify and extract relevant features from multivariate sensor data, which also revealed that CNNs are proven to excel at extracting features from grid-like input structures. Further, RNNs have shown good results in handling temporal features. The method proposed in this paper is a supervised learning method. Compared with traditional machine learning algorithms, the proposed convolutional LSTM architecture obviously achieved better results, although the classifier received training on raw input sequences and had no further feature engineering.
State-of-The-Art Methods for Comparison
Considering that we were using public benchmark datasets, we decided to conduct comparative experiments with some state-of-the-art methods that previous researchers have applied to the same benchmark datasets. Both Twitter's anomaly detection package and Yahoo's extensible generic anomaly detection system (EGADS) were used in a recent study [24] , in which DeepAnT was also proposed as an unsupervised time-series anomaly detection method. Based on the seasonal hybrid ESD (S-H-ESD) algorithm, Twitter Inc. open-sourced its own anomaly detection package in 2015 [25] . Twitter's anomaly detection is often used to detect local and global anomalies. Yahoo Labs released EGADS [8] , which is another anomaly detection method that can detect anomalies in large-scale time-series data.
EGADS consists of two parts: the anomaly detection module (ADM) and the time-series modeling module (TMM). For a given time series, TMM is used to model the time series and obtain an expected value at timestamp t. When using ADM, a comparison between the expected value and the actual value is made, and the number of errors E is calculated. The automatic threshold depends on E, and the most probable anomalies are obtained. TMM and three anomaly detection models support seven time-series models.
Oversampling for Imbalanced Time Series
Randomly sampling and replacing the currently available samples is a straightforward method to generate new samples and solve the problem of imbalanced classification. Currently, some popular oversampling solutions focus mainly on getting synthetic samples to obtain the minority-class data, in order to solve the problem of two-class imbalanced classification. The adaptive synthetic (ADASYN) and synthetic minority over-sampling techniques (SMOTE) are widely used for oversampling minority classes [26] . SMOTE can select all the positive samples and generate synthetic samples in an even manner from the selected seed samples. Relying on an adaptive approach, ADASYN determines the number of synthetic samples to be generated according to the proportion of the surrounding negative samples of each positive sample. With respect to providing a detailed description of these interpolation-based methods and outlining their technical differences, SMOTE would connect the outliers and the inliers, while ADASYN would focus solely on the outliers, and both of them might create a sub-optimal decision function. Furthermore, SMOTE can generate samples through three additional means. By focusing on samples that are close to the optimal decision function, these methods will generate samples in the opposite direction of the nearest neighborhood class. However, traditional oversampling methods fail to utilize fully the information contained in the original samples; they can hardly improve the classification of minority samples. In this study, the proposed VAE oversampling method used the distribution information of the minority samples; adopted a variational auto-encoder to match them to their probability distribution function, without any prior assumption; and expanded the minority sample set to a reasonable extent.
Proposed Anomaly Detector
In this section, we introduce the overall workflow and the internal structure of KPI-TSAD. As shown in Figure 2 , first, we processed the imbalanced input time-series data with a sliding window before passing them to the anomaly detector model. Then, we applied the VAEGEN oversampling method to build a balanced dataset, before training the anomaly detection model with the CNN and LSTM networks. Finally, a Softmax function with cross-entropy loss was applied for the classification. 
Data Processing

Preprocess the Input Data
To model temporal relationships in machine learning, a common approach is to use the so-called sliding window of a fixed length l, which creates feature vectors of length l. We took a window of a particular size, slid it through the sequences with a certain padding k (so that its starting point could iterate through the entire file), and output the data sequences of the window size. When applied to a time series or sequence of length N in the form (x 0 , x 1 , ..., x N−1 ), the sliding window created for each instance X i , X i = (x i , x i+1 , ..., x i+l ) when the padding value was set as 1. Matrix X was composed of the transposed inputs − → x i , one vector per row. The abnormal label was denoted as vector Y, once a sequence had an abnormal record; when the sequence was abnormal, the following pseudo-code in Algorithm 1 presents the process details.
Algorithm 1 Preprocess the time-series input with sliding window.
Input: raw sequence s, sliding window size l, padding k Output: X, Y Initialize X,Y data ← values from raw time series s labels ← labels from raw time series s length ← length of raw sequence for i in (0,length -l) step with k do
Initialize a new sequence list sequence
VAE-Based Oversampling Approach
Given there is a sufficient number of anomalous samples in a dataset, the data can be labeled as belonging to either the normal or the anomalous class. In practice, anomaly detection suffers from an extremely unbalanced dataset, where only a few labeled anomalies are available. In this subsection, we introduce the implementation of a new oversampling method VAEGEN based on VAE, which helps to solve the imbalanced classification problem. VAE is also a type of auto-encoder model; Figure 3 presents its network structure. In general, the components of each variational auto-encoder include a loss f unction, an encoder, and a decoder. Input data X are compressed into a latent space z by the encoder. The decoder attempts to reconstruct the data, forming a hidden representation. A neural network with X may constitute the encoder e. Its output is a hidden representation z with weights and biases θ; that is, the input X is encoded into a latent representation space z. Moreover, the space is stochastic and lower-dimensional with a Gaussian probability density. Samples can be collected from this distribution to obtain a representation of z's noisy values. Therefore, we denoted the encoder as q θ (z|X). The decoder is another neural net that decodes the hidden representation z to a probability distribution of the data with weights and biases φ; therefore, we denoted the decoder as p φ (X|z) N(µ, σ) . The variational auto-encoder's loss function was used to measure the information loss during the reconstruction process. It introduced the effectiveness of the decoder in reconstructing an input image x and its latent representation z. First, the loss function was decomposed into terms that had a dependency on a single datapoint l i . Then, ∑ N i=1 l i was used to refer to the total loss for N number of data points, while the loss function l i for data points x i could be denoted as Equation (3). Gradient descent was adopted to train the variational auto-encoder and improve the loss while considering the parameters of the encoder and the decoder θ and φ.
The first term is the expected negative log-likelihood of the ith data point or the reconstruction loss. The expectation was related to the encoder's distribution over the representations. This term encouraged the decoder to learn how to reconstruct the data. If the decoder's output failed to reconstruct the data well, statistically, it could be said that the decoder showcased the likelihood distribution that did not apply a considerable probability mass to the true data. The second term is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) difference between q θ (z|x) and p(z), which are the encoder's distribution. The KL divergence was used to measure the amount of lost information when q was used to represent p, as well as the distance between q and p.
Algorithm 2 VAE_Model:
The VAE modeling algorithm.
Input: dimension
▷ begin to create the encoder network x ← create the input layer with i units encoder_h1 ← create the first hidden encoder layer with j units by passing x into it. encoder_h2 ← create the second hidden encoder layer with j units by passing encoder_h1 into it. z_mean ← create the hidden layer with k units by passing encoder_h2 into it. z_mean represent the mean values for the latent space z when running Gauss sampling. z_var ← create the hidden layer with k units by passing encoder_h2 into it. z_var represent the variance values for the latent space z when running Gauss sampling. z ← construct the latent space by sampling from a Gauss distribution with z_mean and z_var. E ← build the encoder model with x and z_mean ▷ begin to create the decoder network y ← create the input layer with i units decoder_h1 ← create the first hidden decoder layer with j units by passing y into it. decoder_h2 ← create the second hidden decoder layer with j units by passing the output of decoder_h1
into it. decoded_y ← create the output decoder layer with j units by passing the output of decoder_h2 into it. D ← build the decoder model with y and decoded_y z_decoded ← decode the latent variables z by passing the latent z from the encoder to the decoder network D. M ← build the VAE model with the encoder input x and the decoder output z_decoded fit VAE model M with the loss function as denoted in Equation (3) return E,D,M As shown in Algorithm 2, we initially defined a VAE model, where the inputs were the dimension settings for the layers in the VAE auto-encoder networks. When the VAE model M was successfully trained, the decoder D was also trained. VAEGEN used the decoder model D for oversampling, Algorithm 3 is the pseudo-code implementation of VAEGEN. The inputs of the VAEGEN algorithm were the input time-series KPI values X and the corresponding labels Y, while the parameter R denoted the oversampling rate. Algorithm 3 VAEGEN: VAE based Oversampling algorithm. 
Input: KPI values
X, KPI labels Y, Oversampling rate R, The decoder D from VAE model Output: KPI values X ′ after oversamling, KPI labels Y ′ after oversampling data_size ← length of X augment_size ← data_size multiplied by R train_X,valid_X ← split X, Y as training set and validation set train_X ′ ,valid_X ′ ← filter the abnormal samples from train_X,valid_X respectively D ← create a decoder by fitting M with train_X ′ and valid_X
Neural Network Architecture
The proposed anomaly detection model consists of CNN and LSTM layers connected in a linear structure. Figure 4 presents the entire network structure. The detector uses the preprocessed data as the input, which is a sequence of data consisting of time-series normal and abnormal data. In the sliding window, CNN layers are used to extract the spatial features. LSTM layers are used to extract the temporal features. Finally, a Softmax classifier and the typical fully connected neural network (NN) layers are linearly connected. Detailed information on each layer is provided in the following. 
Convolutional neural networks:
Automatic feature-based approaches are the most commonly used methods; they adopt deep-learning models successfully for time-series classification and solving classification problems, particularly convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [27] . Therefore, a CNN layer is firstly adopted as an automatic feature-based approach for time-series classification. It consists of an input layer, an output layer, and multiple hidden layers. These hidden layers usually consist of convolutional layers, activation function layers, i.e., pooling layers, ReLU, normalization layers, and fully connected layers. The input of a convolutional layer often has three dimensions: weight, height, and the number of channels. The input in the first layer is convolved by m three-dimensional filters, which are applied at all the input channels.
In our case, the input time series is a sequence of sliding windows mentioned in Section 1.2: X ′ = {X E (t)|t = 1, 2, ..., T − E + 1}, The first dimension is the count of the sliding windows T − E + 1, the second dimension is the sliding window size E, and the channel size is set to 1.
The output feature map from the first convolutional layer is then given by convolving each filter, which could be denoted as Equation (4):
where the circledast ⊛ denotes the convolution operation. s (1) is referred to as feature map and w (1) is the filter for the convolutional layer. The dimension of the feature map depends on the step size (stride) for shifting the kernel. i refers to the feature map index at the second dimension and m refers to the feature map index at the third dimension. Note that the weight matrix only has one channel, because the number of input channels is one in this case. The output is passed through the non-linearity g to f 1 = g(s 1 ); this is similar to that of the feed-forward neural network. In each subsequent layer l = 2, ..., L, the input feature map f l−1 ∈ R z , where z is the size of the output filter map from the previous convolution. Therefore, we obtain the following Equation (5)
The output is passed to f l = g(s l ) through the non-linear g. Then, the output is fed into a pooling layer, which is generally a max-pooling layer and functions as a subsampling layer. In the proposed model, a deep CNN architecture is formed by ReLU and multiple convolution and pooling layers, which are stacked on top of one another. Furthermore, the output of the last pooling layer is fed as an input into the LSTM networks. Long short-term memory networks: Before introducing LSTM, we need to introduce RNNs, because LSTM is an improved version of RNN. RNNs are a special architecture of neural networks that can effectively incorporate temporal dependencies within the input data. This can be achieved by unrolling a neural network on the temporal axis, where the network at each time step is provided with feedback connections from the previous time steps. Training a recurrent neural network with gradient descent requires back-propagating gradients through the entire architecture in order to calculate the loss function's partial derivative while considering each parameter of the model. As the chain rule is applied many times in back-propagation, it becomes challenging to model long-term dependencies within sequences with a large number of time steps. To solve this problem, LSTM networks incorporate gating mechanisms to enable the model to decide whether to accumulate or forget certain information about the transferred cell state. This allows the network to operate at different timescales and, therefore, effectively model short-as well as long-term dependencies. LSTM has been proven to perform well in many recent publications and is rather easy to train for time-series classification [28] . Therefore, LSTM has become the baseline architecture for tasks where sequential data with temporal information have to be processed.
In our case, multi-layered LSTM RNNs were built. As mentioned in the previous section, the input of the LSTM cell is the output of the last pooling layer of the previous CNNs. Note that dropouts with a certain probability are added to the inputs and outputs of the given cell. Finally, the output of the stacked LSTM cells is then fed into the neural networks with a Softmax classifier.
Model Evaluation
Loss Function
Softmax cross entropy is used to define the loss function in the anomaly detector. In the output layer of the neural network of the proposed anomaly detector, an array Y N,C that contains the class scores for each of the training instances is computed. N is the number of training instances. C denotes the number of classification labels. For the anomaly detection problem, C = 2, as there are only two labels, "normal" and "abnormal". The class score y i is computed with the Softmax function, as shown in Equation (6), which is a normalized exponential function taking as the input a vector of C real numbers; it is normalized into a probability distribution consisting of C probabilities.
where e s i is the exponential score of the ith component of the input vector. After applying Softmax, each component of the input vector occurs in the interval (0, 1), and the components add up to 1, so that they can be interpreted as probabilities. The cross-entropy loss is defined as Equation (7):
where y i andŷ i are the ground truth and the predicted score for each class in C. Therefore, the Softmax cross entropy loss can be denoted as Equation (8):
To avoid the over-fitting issue, regularization techniques are used by penalizing the coefficients. In fact, these techniques penalize the weight matrices of the nodes in deep learning. L1 and L2 are the most common types of regularization. The general cost function is updated by adding another regularization term. The values of the weight matrices decrease after the addition of the regularization term because a neural network with smaller weight matrices often adopts simpler models. Therefore, over-fitting will also be reduced to a considerable extent. In this paper, L2 regularization is adopted; therefore, the final loss function is defined as Equation (9):
where the term ∥w∥ 2 is simply the squared Euclidean norm of the weight matrix of the hidden layer of the network. λ is added to allow us to control the strength of the regularization.
Performance Evaluation Metrics
A confusion matrix that provides the outcomes of counting detected instances correctly and incorrectly for each type of event could be used to establish the measures of the classification efficiency. As an error metric, a confusion matrix is a specific table layout that can visualize a classifier's performance in the field of machine learning. When it comes to a binary classification task, the terms "positive" and "negative" are used to reflect the classifier's prediction, and the terms "true" and "false" are used to reflect whether this prediction is consistent with the external judgment (which is sometimes called "observation"). In view of these definitions, the confusion matrix is formulated and listed in Table 1 .
Accuracy, precision, recall, and F-score are popular performance measures for machine learning models. Equations (10)- (13) show their definitions, respectively, on the basis of the confusion matrix shown in Table 1 .
Intuitively, it is not difficult to understand accuracy: the proportion of correctly categorized samples to all the samples should be accurate. In general, higher accuracy is associated with a better classifier. Precision reflects the classifier's ability to label positive samples and negative samples correctly, and recall reflects the classifier's ability to identify all the positive samples. The F-score could be denoted by the F β or F 1 measures; it serves as a weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall. An F β measure reaches its best value at 1 and its worst score at 0. When β = 1, F β and F 1 are equivalent, and the recall and the precision are equally important. 
Experiments
In this section, we mainly introduce the datasets and hyperparameters for the proposed anomaly. The experiments were mainly implemented with Python, the platform of deep learning was mainly based on TensorFlow, and TensorBoard was used as a visualization tool for TensorFlow.
Benchmark Datasets
The datasets discussed in this section are labeled time-series anomaly detection benchmark datasets provided as a part of the Yahoo Webscope program. These datasets are designed to be benchmark datasets for judging an anomaly detection algorithm; some comparative studies on anomaly detection were successfully conducted on these datasets [24, 29] . The dataset covers both real and synthetic time series, as well as labeled anomaly points. The dataset can test the accuracy of various types of anomaly detection methods, including outliers and change points. The synthetic dataset includes various time series with different trends, noise, and seasonality. The A1 Benchmark takes the real production traffic to certain Yahoo properties as the basis. The other three benchmarks take the synthetic time series as the basis. The A2 and A3 Benchmarks include outliers, while the A4 Benchmark dataset includes change-point anomalies. The fields in each data file are delimited with (",") characters. The time-series samples are shown in Figures 5-8 for the four sub-benchmarks, respectively. . Example plot for the A2 data which were generated synthetically with a trend, a seasonal (periodic) component and noise; anomalies were added at random instances. Example plot for the A3 data, which were generated synthetically with a trend, three seasonal (periodic) components and noise; anomalies were added at random instances. 
AIOps KPI Monitoring Datasets
As the anomaly detector presented in this paper seeks to perform anomaly detection in the monitoring of KPIs in a cloud environment, on the one hand, we need to verify the performance of KPI-TSAD through the benchmark datasets. On the other hand, we need to apply the anomaly detector to a KPI monitoring dataset. The datasets discussed in this part were taken from an AIOps Challenge held by Tsinghua University in 2018. According to the organizer's description, the datasets of this AIOps Challenge are all from the cloud application performance monitoring platform used by many of the large Internet providers in China. We randomly extracted four KPI datasets to verify the proposed anomaly detector. As shown in Table 2 , the ratio of normal samples and abnormal samples in the dataset is obviously very uneven, with abnormal samples representing less than 10% of the total sample. Figure 9 shows the visualization effects of these four types of KPI data. All types of KPI data show a certain degree of periodicity and trend. Figure 9 . Four KPIs from real production environments.
Hyper-Parameters of the Proposed Anomaly Detector in the experiments
In this subsection, we introduce some common hyperparameters for the proposed detector used in the experiment. As shown in Table 3 , these hyperparameters are consistent in all experiments. In addition, some personalized hyper-parameters vary from dataset to dataset. Table 4 shows the optimized hyperparameter settings on different datasets. 
Results and Discussion
We conducted several comparative experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method from different perspectives. On the one hand, we compared the proposed anomaly detection method with the anomaly detection method mentioned in other papers on the same dataset. On the other hand, we compared different oversampling methods that were integrated in KPI-TSAD to illustrate the superiority of VAEGEN oversampling method. Finally, we applied KPI-TSAD to the datasets from real production environments and prove the effectiveness of this method again.
Comparisons with State-of-The-Art Methods
In this subsection, we evaluate KPI-TSAD on Yahoo's anomaly detection benchmark datasets. Figure 10 shows that the proposed model performs well on the A1Benchmark dataset wherein the anomalies are taken from a real-world application and manually labeled. The experimental results show the performance of the detector in terms of accuracy, loss, F-score, recall, and precision, respectively. We adopt TensorFlow as our machine learning platform, and TensorBoard is employed to present the experimental results where it can be used as a visualization plug-in of TensorFlow. As shown in the figure, we only add the instructions for various training hyperparameters in the upper right corner of the original dashboard, where the size of sliding window is set to 20, the learning rate is set to 0.002, the batch size is set to 258, and the epoch is 100. As shown in the figure, the total number of steps in the training process for the whole in-depth learning process is 35,000. It can be seen that when the training involves close to 10,000 steps, the values of the relevant evaluation metrics in the model stabilize, with no obvious data fluctuations. At the same time, the loss function reaches the minimum value when the training process takes close to 10,000 steps, and fluctuations in the minimum value also tend to be relatively stable. Finally, the green curve represents the effect of training on the training set, while the pink curve represents its effect on the validation set. From the sub-graphs corresponding to each metric, we can see that the fitting effect on the training set and validation set performs well, as the fitting values between them basically coincide, with no obvious gaps. Finally, it is clear that the model performs very well on the dataset, as both the accuracy and F-score exceed 0.9. Next, we continue to evaluate the detector on other Yahoo benchmark datasets and conduct a comparison with some of the state-of-the-art methods discussed in Section 6.1. The Olympic model is used in TMM and EGADS, and the ExtremeLowDensityModel is used in ADM. The default values of all the other parameters are used. Both Twitter's anomaly detection and EGADS calculate the threshold themselves for each time series. The experiments for Twitter AD and Yahoo EGADS are the same as that in [24] . Table 5 shows that the proposed method outperforms other existing threshold-based anomaly detection methods. Compared with DeepAnT, which is an unsupervised learning detector, the proposed method also performs better on most datasets. From the experimental results, we infer that the proposed method is indeed much better than the threshold-based methods and the unsupervised learning detector considered. We can see that the Twitter anomaly detection method based on threhold has poor effect on Yahoo's dataset, and it could not detect any anomalies on the A2Benchmark dataset, whereas the ExtremeLowDensityModel in Yahoo's EGADS framework performs poorly, and the overall F-score does not exceed 0.6, DeepAnT is from a recent anomaly detection research. It employs unsupervised learning method for anomaly detection. From the experimental results, we can see that KPI-TSAD performs better than DeepAnt except on the A3Benchmark dataset, and our proposed method reaches the best performance on the A1Benchmark dataset, and the F-Score reaches 0.92.
Finally, we have to emphasize that, from the above comparison, we cannot make conclusions about the value of our method over any other approaches in any scenario. Threshold-based and unsupervised learning-based detectors are relatively simple in terms of application: At the very least, these methods do not require preparing a training set in advance. Only in terms of the performance of anomaly detection is the proposed approach indeed much better than these methods.
Comparisons with Traditional Oversampling Methods
To highlight the effectiveness of the oversampling model VAE method used in this scheme, we replace the oversampling part of our model with two classical oversampling methods, SMOTE and ADASYN, for a quantitative comparison. All of these experiments were conducted on both the A1Benchmark and the A2Benchmark datasets. It is necessary to emphasize that, during the entire model comparison process, the model parameters of the other parts are the same except for the oversampling method. To improve the validity of the experiment, we performed a comparative experiment on four different datasets. The metrics measured in the experiment are the four classic metrics: accuracy, F-score, recall, and precision. The results can be seen in Table 6 . They imply that the VAE oversampling method used in the proposed detector is considerably better than SMOTE and ADASYN. It can be seen that the scheme of integrating SOMTE and ADASYN is not good on the A1Benchmark dataset; however, the proposed scheme which integrates VAEGEN is very effective, and the F-Score is close to 0.9. On A1Benchmark, the schemes of integrating SMOTE method are also good, its F-Score exceeds 0.9, however, it is still not as good as KPI-TSAD. It is not difficult to see that the performance of KPI-TSAD has outstanding advantages. 
Comparisons with Other Deep Neural Networks
In this section, we seek to verify further whether our current neural network framework is the optimal network structure; therefore, we try to make some adjustments to the network structure and perform experimental verification of anomaly detection. First, we consider the CNN method alone, which includes three convolutional layers and two pooling layers, to extract features from the data automatically, and finally, use Softmax directly. In the second comparison experiment, we use a network layer with two layers of DNN added to the previous CNN method for comparison training. The results of the experimental comparison are shown in Table 7 . The performance metrics used in this experimental comparison are still the four classic evaluation metrics. As shown by the experimental results in Table 7 , the results of KPI-TSAD are superior to those from the other networks. It shows that more than one deep learning network can be adopted in the training process for an anomaly detector. Different network structures obviously have some differences in the experimental results. From the experimental results, it can be seen that, if only CNN is used as the whole network structure, F-score is close to 0.9, and its effect is close to that of CNN plus DNN. However, when CNN is combined with LSTM, the experimental results are better than the other methods, because this method can extract both spatial and temporal features, which can improve the performance of anomaly detection.
Performance on Real Production Datasets
Thus far, we have verified the proposed detector on public benchmark datasets. In this subsection, we again apply KPI-TSAD to several real KPI monitoring datasets from an AIOps2018 Challenge held jointly by Tsinghua University and several well-known Internet providers in China. We selected four KPI datasets from these datasets for the anomaly detection experiments, as mentioned in Section 5.2. The experimental results presented in Table 8 show that most of the F1 scores of the model are above 0.7, which means that the proposed model can also perform well and that this model can indeed be used in production environments for KPI anomaly detection.
The datasets used in the previous experiments are public datasets for scientific experiments. In this section, we directly apply the proposed anomaly detection method on the KPIs data from real cloud platforms. From the experimental results, we can see that, although the results of the experiment are slightly worse than that of the public datasets, the average F-score is over 0.72. It proves that KPI-TSAD performs well in the production environments and has good generalization capability. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose an anomaly detector KPI-TSAD based on supervised deep learning. We attempt to solve the anomaly detection problem by positioning it as a classification problem. A novel oversampling method VAEGEN is proposed to solve the imbalanced classification problem. Yahoo's anomaly detection benchmark datasets were used to verify the performance of KPI-TSAD, and the detector performed well on the benchmark datasets. Compared with other popular oversampling approaches, the proposed method VAEGEN also achieved better results. Lastly, we applied KPI-TSAD to four KPI datasets from real production environments; the experimental results show that KPI-TSAD could achieve good results with respect to production.
Although supervised learning-based methods achieve good performance in anomaly detection, we must admit that they have their limitations, as the training set must be prepared before these methods can be used for anomaly detection. Moreover, the process of labeling a high-quality training set is very labor-intensive, which poses a particular obstacle to the application of anomaly detectors. Therefore, in the future, we will further explore an unsupervised anomaly detection method based on some of the ideas presented in this paper.
Finally, the research in this paper mainly focuses on the anomaly detection for single KPI, as the data used for training come from the same kind of KPI. However, the anomaly detector for multiple KPIs is more useful in the production environment. We will also start the research on this part based on the research of this paper. 
